28	LI HUNG-CHANG
The late Mr. Alexander Michie, probably the ablest
observer and the most accurate recorder of modern
Chinese history, in discussing the life-work of Li
Hung-chang from this point of view, suggests the
inquiry why a practical-minded man, as Li certainly
was, should have devoted a lifetime to the pursuit
of impossible achievements, and why, in a nation of
great intellects, the task should have been virtually
relegated to one man. The Chinese, he observed,1
" are by no means fools, and if we find them exhibit-
ing In great national affairs no more intelligence than
that shown by children in building castles of sand, it
is natural to conclude that, either on their part or
ours, there is some fundamental misconception of the
problem before them. But if we consider the Chinese
as belonging to the world of moral force, then their
misconception of all that belongs to the world of
physical force is not only explicable, but it is inevitable,
for between the two there is no common ground on
which even a compromise might be effected, and the
one must eternally misunderstand the other.**
LI Hung-chang spent his days in seeking the
formula of that impossible compromise* Were he
alive to-day, his keen intelligence would surely find,
in the present appalling results of Europe's material
civilisation, new assurances of justification for China* s
persistence in clinging to her ancient beliefs and
patriarchal system of government. Often, during
his long and troubled years of intercourse with
Europeans, we find him asking himself and them.
What shall it profit a nation if it gain the whole world
of man-killing machinery and lose its own soul J
Even amidst the surprises and splendours of Ms
s through Europe and America in 1896^ Ms
* "Tht Englishman in China/' Vol. It, p. 384,

